Instructor Profile
fsiddiqui90@gmail.com
Fouad Siddiqui is a graduate of IBA but pursuing his interests in music through his studio Ice Records. He has over 10 years of experience in the industry and has been giving guitar classes privately and through institutes for 4 years. He has played for bands like Talab, Nurve, FLAM and several other bands in Pakistan. Fouad has special interests in the Rock, Metal and Pop-Rock genres and is involved in recording songs for underground bands at his studio.

Course Description:
The course is a beginner’s introduction to the world of music and playing guitar. The course would not only provide knowledge and skill of playing the instrument but would also include theoretical concepts of music. The course is to be conducted in an interactive environment and you will be able to play your favourite songs by the end of it. The main skills that will be taught are open and barred chords, finger strength exercises, tuning by ear, reading guitar tablatures, taking care of your instrument, restringing the guitar, playing songs and some advanced techniques to make sure you can play everything smoothly.

Learning Outcomes:
- Parts of a guitar
- Taking care of your guitar
- Basic Music Theory
- Finger strengthening exercises
- Playing Barred and open chords
- Major and minor Chords
- Strumming exercises
- Major, Minor and pentatonic scales
- Tuning by tuner and by ear
- Reading guitar tablatures
- Restringing your guitar
- Playing songs by ear
- Hammer ons, pull-offs, bends and slides
- Legato, Arpeggios and finger picking
- 7th, 9th and suspended chords
**Teaching Methodology:**
The teaching methodology would be classroom based with students bringing their own instruments and will be given exercises to practice. Quizzes will be conducted on music theory. Guest speaker sessions will be held and key guitarists from the industry will provide helpful tips to the students.

**Course Duration:**
4 Hours per week / 4 Weeks
Sat & Sun: 10 am – 12 noon
Campus: Main